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EDITOR’S NOTE

SHAHANA DATTAGUPTA

Shirin Subhani and Shahana Dattagupta were inspired to become “curators” of stories of courageous creativity after
experiencing firsthand, the transformative power of creative thinking and expression that involve emotional risk and
personal vulnerability. For more about Shirin and Shahana, please visit the “About Us” page on Flying Chickadee’s Web
site: www.flyingchickadee.com/about.html

EDITOR’S NOTE

SHAHANA DATTAGUPTA

Recently, Scott Noelle wrote in the Daily Groove, a newsletter for “leading edge” parents: “Acceptance is one
of your greatest sources of Power.” True indeed, because acceptance is the cessation of resistance. When
resistance ceases internally, resistance ceases externally too, and we courageously open the doors for creativity and change. So, like many truths of life, acceptance offers an interesting paradox - only that which is first
accepted can be changed! In this way, acceptance also completes any act of creation, whether artistic or
spiritual: I imagine it, I believe in it, and then I accept it. Without acceptance, we inhibit our inherent, immense,
limitless creative capacity to effect and generate anything positive in the world.
Acceptance is unconcerned with who or what is right, or with concepts of good and bad. It is achieved by
stepping aside from being right to simply observing what is. This, as Noelle points out, is hardly a passive
resignation, but rather, an active, loving view of what is. Perhaps the best way to understand acceptance is not
by working too hard to define it, but by exploring how it feels. In my experience, whenever I have stepped into
acceptance, I have also experienced feelings of grace, generosity, compassion, love, peace, harmony, lightness, and humor. I’ve been able to stop reacting and start creating!
In this issue of Courageous Creativity, our contributors explore acceptance, and the role it has played in
unleashing their true potential. Discover how acceptance brought Virinchi Garimella, an ambitious software
professional dealing in start-up revenues of millions, closer to his children, to his true dreams, and to life itself.
Learn how Danay DiVirgilio’s acceptance of breast cancer led her not only to surivive it with grace, but to
actually make a creative and entrepreneurial venture out of the experience. Read Archana Verma’s reflections
on acceptance through marriage and immigration. Share in poet Prerna Lal’s and artist Rae Strozzo’s moving
echoes on acceptance, identity and diversity. Learn how musician and entrepreneur Rob Marcus’s acceptance
of his true gift and passion showed him the path to creative success. And as always, be ready to be blown
away by our youngest contributor’s take on acceptance: accept your power to make a difference, however
small. [A special call to action: Please donate to Rohan Lalapet’s birthday campaign for safe drinking water for
250 people - he only has a few days left to reach his goal!]
Enjoy reading, and I hope this issue moves and inspires you as much as it did me!
Shahana.

“WHENEVER I HAVE STEPPED INTO ACCEPTANCE, I HAVE ALSO
EXPERIENCED FEELINGS OF GRACE, GENEROSITY, COMPASSION,
LOVE, PEACE, HARMONY, LIGHTNESS, AND HUMOR. I’VE BEEN
ABLE TO STOP REACTING AND START CREATING!”
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“WE CANNOT CHANGE ANYTHING UNTIL WE ACCEPT IT. CONDEMNATION DOES NOT LIBERATE, IT OPPRESSES.”
- Carl Gustav Jung

“ACCEPTANCE OF ONE’S LIFE HAS NOTHING TO DO WITH RESIGNATION; IT DOES NOT MEAN RUNNING AWAY FROM THE STRUGGLE.
ON THE CONTRARY, IT MEANS ACCEPTING IT AS IT COMES, WITH
ALL THE HANDICAPS OF HEREDITY, OF SUFFERING, OF PSYCHOLOGICAL COMPLEXES AND INJUSTICES.”
- Paul Tournier

“ALWAYS FALL IN WITH WHAT YOU’RE ASKED TO ACCEPT. TAKE
WHAT IS GIVEN, AND MAKE IT OVER YOUR WAY. MY AIM IN LIFE
HAS ALWAYS BEEN TO HOLD MY OWN WITH WHATEVER’S GOING.
NOT AGAINST: WITH.”
- Robert Lee Frost

“ACCEPT YOUR HUMANNESS AS WELL AS YOUR DIVINITY, TOTALLY
AND WITHOUT RESERVE.”
- Unknown

ON COURAGEOUS CREATIVITY...

“I WAS A VEGETARIAN ... I HAD BEEN PRACTICING YOGA REGULARLY FOR
SEVEN YEARS. I HAD DONE AN INTENSE TWO-YEAR MASTER’S PROGRAM
IN SPIRITUAL PSYCHOLOGY, HEALING MANY OF MY PAST ISSUES ... HOW
DID SOMEONE LIKE ME GET BREAST CANCER?”

A LUMP IN THE ROAD
DANAY DIVIRGILIO

YogaBuddies founder, Danay DiVirgilio has dedicated her life to making a difference for children
and teens. Since 2004, YogaBuddies has provided yoga instruction to more than 5,000 school age
children in more than 50 schools and organizations throughout Southern California and in Boise,
ID. Miss Danay (as she’s affectionately known by her students) is a breast cancer survivor and has
designed the YogaBuddies program from what she believes is yoga’s greatest benefit, which is the
practice of learning to connect the mind and the body.
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A LUMP IN THE ROAD

DANAY DIVIRGILIO

“Hello” I said into the receiver. “Hi Danay, it’s Dr. Souders” came the reply from the other end. It was early Sunday afternoon, an odd time for a doctor to be calling. I took a deep breath waiting to hear his next words. “We
have the results of your biopsy. Your test was positive.” I took another deep breath and sat in silence, allowing
his words to sink in. To lighten the news, Dr. Souders marveled and said, “You could be a poster child for breast
self-examinations. It is amazing you found this small tumor so early; your prognosis will be good.” In response,
I credited my mom for teaching my sister and me how to practice self-examinations before she died. He then
explained someone from the office will follow up with what’s next. I thanked him and said good-bye.
I then walked over to my husband, Michael, and he gave me a hug. Three days prior to receiving this phone call,
we had spent a large portion of our five-year wedding anniversary at the doctor’s office getting a mammogram
and biopsy on the suspicious lump I found in my right breast. Michael had met the doctor and knew why he was
calling. I buried my head into his shoulder and revealed the doctor’s news - I had cancer.
He looked puzzled. The call seemed to be going so well he had thought everything was okay. As I told him more
about what the doctor said, I began to feel the weight of the words. Over the next couple of hours, my emotions
ranged from disbelief, denial, sadness, and frustration to, anger, worry, and fear. How could this be? I was a
vegetarian. I ate healthily. I had been practicing yoga regularly for seven years. I had done an intense two-year
Master’s program in Spiritual Psychology, healing many of my past issues. I felt as though I was a fairly evolved
and conscious person; how did someone like me get breast cancer?
From a scientific point of view, some may have said that it was passed on to me genetically. My mom had cancer
and died from it; cancer runs in her family, and I carry one of the breast cancer genes. Still, I had a hard time
believing that something like this could happen to me.

“I RECOGNIZED I WAS FACED WITH A CHOICE. I COULD FEEL SORRY FOR MYSELF AND SUFFER … OR ACCEPT THIS REALITY AND
KICK CANCER IN THE BUTT. I DECIDED TO ACCEPT IT… [AND]
ALLOW IT TO MAKE ME A BETTER PERSON.”

A LUMP IN THE ROAD

DANAY DIVIRGILIO

After a few hours of crying, talking with Michael, and crying some more, I realized that being sad or angry, or
feeling sorry for myself was not getting me anywhere. I felt that this was karmic, and I even wondered if perhaps there was a part of me that actually wanted to experience what my mom went through to better understand her life or maybe even feel closer to her. Whatever it was, I was certain that I did not want the same fate
as my mom. I had no intention of dying from this. I recognized I was faced with a choice. I could feel sorry for
myself and suffer through this diagnosis or accept this reality and kick cancer in the butt. I decided to accept
it and not only powerfully and gracefully survive, but also learn from the experience and allow it to make me a
better person.
The more time passed, the more information I received. Further reports on the diagnosis were good. I had
found a 7mm tumor. I was given options and told all the various statistics; the negative ones, I let go in one
ear and out the other. My choice for treatment was a lumpectomy and radiation. The surgery was scheduled
for one month after receiving that initial Sunday afternoon phone call from Dr. Souders. Michael and I decided
to lovingly call this chapter we were going through “a lump in the road.”
Shortly after making my choice for treatment, I woke up one morning from a very vivid dream. I was sitting
with friends and family at a long table outdoors. We were eating and hanging out when all of a sudden, there
were loud footsteps heading in our direction, causing the earth to vibrate. We took cover under the tables.
Suddenly we had guns in our hands. I looked out and saw what looked like the State Puff Marshmallow Man
(from the Ghostbusters movie) heading our way. I turned to Michael and told him he needed to help me kill this
thing. He looked at me and said, “Danay, this is your task. I will be here to support you along with your family
and friends, but this is your fight.” I woke up from the dream and recognized that I could beat this. I had faith
that I was going to be okay.

“I TURNED TO MICHAEL AND TOLD HIM HE NEEDED TO HELP ME
KILL THIS THING. HE LOOKED AT ME AND SAID, “DANAY, THIS IS
YOUR TASK. I WILL BE HERE TO SUPPORT YOU ALONG WITH YOUR
FAMILY AND FRIENDS, BUT THIS IS YOUR FIGHT.””
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A LUMP IN THE ROAD

DANAY DIVIRGILIO

Outside of this “lump in the road,” life was happening. A year before receiving the diagnosis I had started a
kids yoga company. A woman I had partnered with in the beginning decided to no longer be involved in the
business, at the same time I found out about my cancer. We were supposed to start teaching in eight schools
in September and I knew I was not going to be able to do it on my own.
I recalled a phrase used in my Spiritual Master’s program, “How you relate to an issue, is the issue.” A valuable phrase for any upsetting situation, but particularly appropriate for what I was going through. In a short
amount of time, this company became my passion. I loved that I was making a difference for kids through
yoga. I wanted to do everything I could to keep the company going.
It was a good thing to be able to concentrate on the meaningful and rewarding work instead of putting all
my focus on the cancer. I knew I could teach other people the program I had created, so I put up an ad and
trained five people within a month’s time, all before my surgery. This was perfect because I also knew I would
need time to nurture myself and to heal.
On October 4, 2005 I had the cancer cut out. I completed five weeks of radiation shortly after. Everything went
well, and to celebrate the end of the radiation, I held a “Super Duper Trooper” party. I wanted to celebrate the
fact that the treatment was over. I wanted to celebrate my life and those who had supported me along the way.
We had a drum circle and a pot luck party.
Life after cancer has been eye-opening, gratifying, and fun. Things that may have bothered me in the past no
longer do when I compare them to getting a cancer diagnosis. I am now much less serious and much more
humorous. And, I am filled with gratitude every day. Gratitude for my company and the ability to live out my
passion, and gratitude for my shift in attitude and being able to accept and live life for the present moment.

“I RECALLED A PHRASE USED IN MY SPIRITUAL MASTER’S PROGRAM, “HOW YOU RELATE TO AN ISSUE, IS THE ISSUE”... IN A SHORT
AMOUNT OF TIME, THIS COMPANY BECAME MY PASSION. I LOVED
THAT I WAS MAKING A DIFFERENCE FOR KIDS THROUGH YOGA.”

“...TO HATE ME THEN IS TO HATE YOURSELF
FOR I AM A PART OF YOU
I EMBRACE YOU WHEN I EMBRACE MYSELF
WHEN WILL YOU EMBRACE ME...?

ASSEMBLAGE
PRERNA LAL

Prerna Lal is a matriculated law student at The George Washington Law School. She works in the
intersections of queer and immigration issues. When she’s not buried under heavy law school
books and other crises, she plans riots and blogs about them at her personal Website,
http://prernalal.com
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ASSEMBLAGE
Caged in the assemblages
of a peripheral ordinary existence
I am so free and extraordinary
That your boxes cannot contain me.
Too young to remember bloody coups
But not too old to forget
Too old to call my mother an “immediate relative”
But not old enough to let go.
Categorized and castigated
The wrong kind of Asian
The wrong kind of Pacific Islander
The wrong kind of Indian
The wrong kind of Undocumented!
Yet nothing about my identity feels
wrong to me.
Too much of something
Too little of something else
Marked, labeled and tagged for sale
My imprisoned body is fluid and borderless
Free to love. Free to lust. Free to live.
America, can you not see?
You are my Frankenstein, I am your monster.
With paperless and painful devotion, You made me
Undocumented, Unapologetic, Unafraid, Unashamed.
You armed me with the weapon of my story and taught me to fight
For freedom and liberty against my oppressors.
To hate me then is to hate yourself
For I am a part of you
I embrace you when I embrace myself
When will you embrace me?

PRERNA LAL

“…THE MILLION DOLLAR QUESTION IS, IS FORCED-WILL ACCEPTANCE
NECESSARILY NEGATIVE IN NATURE? AND IS FREE-WILL AN ILLUSION,
OR IS IT ALWAYS AVAILABLE TO USE IN THE PROCESS OF ACCEPTANCE,
NO MATTER WHAT THE SITUATION?”

ACCEPTANCE AND FREE WILL
VIRINCHI GARIMELLA
Virinchi, a husband, and a father of two kids, is settled in India for the last ten years. He and his
family moved back to India in 2002 after living and working in the U.S. for ten years. He is currently
pursuing his dreams of motivating the youth by leading a sofware company that caters to various
training needs of the budding engineers of India. His passion is to develop innovative software
products.
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ACCEPTANCE AND FREE WILL

VIRINCHI GARIMELLA

“Acceptance,” according to the dictionary, is “the act of receiving something offered.” So, who is offering and
who is accepting? From the vantage point of oneself, it is I who is accepting in all cases, while the “other,”
who is offering, changes based on the situation. Ultimately, that “other” is really the so-called higher power,
who is constantly offering to our lives!
Human nature, by default, is to not accept things in the first go but to resist them, particularly when they are
perceived as “negative,” but quite often, also when they are “positive”! We seem to need time and justification
by our own self and others to accept things.
In this article, I am sharing experiences from my life under “free-will acceptance” – those in which I can
apparently exercise my will in accepting what I am offered, and “forced-will acceptance” – those in which
circumstances or events may appear to be thrust on me, like karmic consequences. Classic examples of these
are traumas, like a major health upset, death in the family, financial loss, etc. Most of us don’t accept these in
the first go, but if we actually survive these events, the process of acceptance can reveal so much!
FREE-WILL ACCEPTANCE
Many years ago when I wanted to get my Master’s degree in the U.S., I applied to four colleges and received
admission from three, but without financial aid. I never heard back from the fourth. Since the decision was left
to me and only me, I call this “free-will acceptance.” I selected one college and moved forward.
Well, the first month of my life in the U.S. was hell! Every morning I walked five miles to the building in which
they listed campus jobs at $4.25 per hour. The queue for viewing these postings was half-a-mile long, and by
the time I noted the details and rushed to the potential employers (McDonalds, Burger King, and so on…) for
the roles of janitors and waiters, I was already beaten out by the competition!

“HUMAN NATURE, BY DEFAULT, IS TO NOT ACCEPT THINGS IN
THE FIRST GO BUT TO RESIST THEM ... WE SEEM TO NEED TIME
AND JUSTIFICATION BY OUR OWN SELF AND OTHERS TO ACCEPT
THINGS.”

ACCEPTANCE AND FREE WILL

VIRINCHI GARIMELLA

Feeling dejected, I began questioning my “free will acceptance.” On a whim, I called the fourth college and
enquired about my admission. It turned out that they had just sent my acceptance letter to my address in India! With fresh hope I called the professors about funding, and I was promised a two-year research assistantship! Within fifteen days I landed up at the new college in Portland, Oregon. Being a nature lover, I instantly
fell in love with the Pacific Northwest.
Now tell me, was this all really my “free-will acceptance” at play?
FORCED-WILL ACCEPTANCE
After living in the U.S. for ten years, in 2002, my wife and I decided to move back to India. We were viewed as
pioneers in this new reverse trend. It took us some time to adjust to traffic, people, a fast-changing culture,
and many other things, but soon, we had accepted India. I joined a small, start-up Business Process Outsourcing (BPO) company as the only employee in the software department, and my role was to develop software for
the company’s smooth functioning. We began doing very well, and grew from twenty-five to fifteen hundred
employees in three years! Our CEO then decided to make the software I had developed available to other
BPOs, and a new off-shoot software company was launched.
Before I knew it I became a workaholic, and started putting in between sixteen and twenty hours of work per
day. I had the intoxicating feeling of raising my “child,” failing to realize that my real children at home were being neglected. The company really flourished while unbeknownst to me, my health took a severe toll. By mid
2008, I began experiencing extreme anxiety, panic attacks and phobias. Being introverted by nature, I did not
express my state of affairs to anyone, but spiraled downwards in negative thinking. “Why me?” I kept asking.
In May 2009, the day after returning from a wonderful, ten-day family vacation, my life (and that of my loved
ones) turned upside down. I had severe pain shooting up from my stomach. The pain was so intense that I

“BEFORE I KNEW IT I BECAME A WORKAHOLIC ... I HAD THE INTOXICATING FEELING OF RAISING MY “CHILD,” FAILING TO REALIZE THAT MY REAL CHILDREN AT HOME WERE BEING NEGLECTED.”
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ACCEPTANCE AND FREE WILL

VIRINCHI GARIMELLA

rushed to the bathroom and poured a bottle of cold water on my head. For three days I stubbornly refused to
seek medical help, but by the fourth day I had completely stopped eating and become terribly weak, so my
wife and parents took me to a corporate hospital.
The rest was a whirlwind. The ECG technicians were shocked to see the spikes of the graph leaving the page,
and the doctors couldn’t believe I had lived three days after a massive heart-attack. In a blink I had an emergency angioplasty with a panel of twenty doctors by my side, working hard to save my life.
It took me ten days to stand and walk again without anyone’s support. The doctors suggested complete bedrest for two months, after which my heart efficiency was still only 45%. Yet, I was less troubled by the heartattack itself, and more interested in overcoming the feelings of anxiety, panic and fear that I had recognized
in myself preceding the attack. I was determined to look for natural ways of healing my mental state, and I
turned to spirituality, something freely available in every lane in India!
The doctors gave me permission to go back to work, but instructed me not to take on any stress. After eight
valuable years with my company, at a time when the product I had created was fetching close to ten million
dollars in revenue, I left my job. I was not sure what I wanted to do next. I attended Swami Vivekananda’s
institute for several positive thinking courses. These gave me a fresh perspective on how my experience and
knowledge can be useful to others, and suddenly, I wanted to work toward motivating India’s youth!
Before I knew it, through a reference, I was expressing my newfound desire to the chairman of a college. He
had many different ideas for me, and eventually, he had me start a software company within the college campus to provide various training services to the students, and I was made the CEO of this company! The college
is so big that there are 25,000 students under various branches. This was a perfect place for me to launch my
new dream!

“I WAS LESS TROUBLED BY THE HEART-ATTACK ITSELF, AND
MORE INTERESTED IN OVERCOMING THE FEELINGS OF ANXIETY,
PANIC AND FEAR ... I WAS DETERMINED TO LOOK FOR NATURAL
WAYS OF HEALING MY MENTAL STATE.”

ACCEPTANCE AND FREE WILL

VIRINCHI GARIMELLA

Today, I spend a good amount of time with young students, giving them the needed motivation on career
counseling, soft skills, and such. My passion for developing products continues to be fueled; I am spending
some of my time architecting a social networking product exclusively for the student community here. (Fingers
crossed!) I work in tune with college hours from 10 am to 4 pm, which seems quite unbelievable. My new
workplace happens to be one kilometer away from home, so I return for lunch every day, relax in my home and
garden, and then get back to work. I am able to spend more time with my children, and I can also support my
wife as she gets her turn to build a career. I have been able to resolve my psychological challenges through
the simple act of doing forty-five minutes of yoga every day. In the evenings, I also take a walk with my kids. I
am able to live a happy and stress-free life.
I never knew that God has such beautiful plans for me.
So, the million dollar question is, is forced-will acceptance necessarily negative in nature? And is free-will an
illusion, or is it always available to use in the process of acceptance, no matter what the situation?
I leave the answers up to you, based on your own life experiences!

“TODAY, I SPEND A GOOD AMOUNT OF TIME WITH YOUNG STUDENTS…MY PASSION FOR DEVELOPING PRODUCTS CONTINUES
TO BE FUELED…I AM ABLE TO SPEND MORE TIME WITH MY CHILDREN…I NEVER KNEW THAT GOD HAS SUCH BEAUTIFUL PLANS
FOR ME. ”
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WATER CHANGES EVERYTHING!
ROHAN LALAPET
Rohan is eight years old and will be starting third grade this fall. He and his family live in North
Brunswick, New Jersey. His favorite subject in school is Science and he hopes to become a surgeon one day. Besides school he enjoys playing the piano, loves video games and SpongeBob. He
also enjoys making cheese paranthas and SpongeBob inspired Veggie Krabby Patties.
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WATER CHANGES EVERYTHING! ROHAN LALAPET
One winter afternoon last year, I was looking through a book and came across a picture of a man collecting
dirty water in a jerry can (a fuel container). I asked my mom, “Why is this man collecting dirty water?” She
said,” That’s the only water he gets.”
She further explained that the man was collecting drinking water! I was shocked because the water I drank
was in no way close to what he was drinking. I asked more questions and every answer left me more puzzled.
I came to the conclusion that there are parts of the world that are very different from the world I see around
me.
The discussion about the man and his jerry can led my parents and me to read and learn more about people
who do not have access to clean water. That day I learned that close to one billion people in the world do not
have access to clean water, and 4,500 children die everyday due to unsafe drinking water. I also saw some
pictures of children infected with a disease that forms a growth/tumor around their mouths. The tumor was
the size of a small football and prevented them from eating or drinking normally.
In some places, girls infected with this disease are considered as witches and the villagers often throw stones
at them. In some other places, people had never washed their dishes because they did not have access to
water and when they did, the water was infested with millions of germs.
I felt really bad for all these people and children. “I am lucky,” I thought, “Why do those people have to be
unlucky? Why can’t the world be equal?” I have access to the basic thing in life – water – while these people
do not. I wanted to help change that by selling my books and toys.
Then I learned about Charity: Water. This is a charity that builds water projects in developing countries. I was
told that it costs about $5,000 to build one fresh-water well for a community of 250 people, and I decided to
work through that charity organization, and raise money.

“SO FAR I HAVE RAISED $3400 THAT CAN HELP 170 PEOPLE. I
HAVE ONE MONTH LEFT TO RAISE THE REMAINING $1600 TO
REACH MY CAMPAIGN GOAL AND YOU CAN HELP ME GET THERE!”

WATER CHANGES EVERYTHING! ROHAN LALAPET
Spring was nearing, and it was time for my birthday. I was turning eight and was trying to find ways to meet
my goal of raising five thousand dollars. That’s when I decided to give up my birthday gifts in exchange for donations to build a fresh-water well. I thought that instead of filling up my closet with more and more toys, why
not help these people whose closets were empty. With the help of my parents and Charity:Water, who provided
me with a campaign page (http://mycharitywater.org/rohanl), we launched the Clean Water Campaign on my
Birthday-Fundraiser Party.
With the support of my family and friends, we spread the message across to many people. I volunteered at
social events and gatherings, sent emails, gave speeches and launched the campaign on Facebook with the
help of my parents. My family friends also organized an All Kids Fundraiser Concert by a band called AXOLOTL.
They were cool and inspiring – a band of school kids performing to raise funds for the clean water campaign!
So far, I have raised $3400 that can help 170 people. I have one month left to raise the remaining $1600 to
reach my campaign goal, and you can help me get there!
I request people to donate so that 250 people can get a chance at a better life. A life without tumors, without
unsafe water and without four- to five-hour-long walks to the nearest pond. I am asking people to help so that
4,500 children who die every day can instead live healthy lives and have access points to water that may be
only a few minutes away which in turn can help them go to school.
This summer has been interesting and fun. I learned so many things about people, the world and myself.
Before the campaign I never thought I would need to speak to groups of people. Speaking in front of groups
of people is very scary and there were times when I was not up to it. But by thinking about all the people who
can benefit from the campaign and by speaking more often, I am letting go of that fear. I am also learning to
write my thoughts and express myself.
Most importantly, I learnt that every person, whether eight years old or eighteen, can make a difference in a
positive way by standing up and doing what he or she thinks is right. What can you do?

TO DONATE AND HELP MAKE A DIFFERENCE, VISIT ROHAN’S CAMPAIGN PAGE AT
http://mycharitywater.org/rohanl
HEAR ROHAN SPEAK AT http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LeqfjwYev5Y
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“THE CROP DUSTERS … HAVE EMPTY SPACES IN THE WINGS, ARE
MISSING PROPELLERS, AND SOMETIMES HAVE HOLES IN THE BODY
OF THE PLANE BECAUSE THEY AREN’T PHYSICALLY WHOLE. BUT, THEY
FLY. AND FLY BEAUTIFULLY, BECAUSE THE SKY IS EVEN MORE OF A
PART OF THEIR BEING. THEY ARE IN IT AND IT IS IN THEM. THE BLANK
SPACES MAKE THEM WHOLE AND FUNCTIONAL.”

up, up but never away
RAE STROZZO

Rae Strozzo is a transgendered artist and writer. He received his B.A. in English and Philosophy from
Georgia Southern University in 1997. He graduated with an M.F.A in photography from the University
of Arizona in May 2008. He is currently an adjunct professor of photography at Pima Community
College. His work has been shown with Fresh Meat in San Francisco and recently published in the
book, Territories of Folding by TC Tolbert. He is also the photo editor of the book: Trans Bodies, Trans
Selves.

up, up but never away RAE STROZZO

up, up, but never away 1-4, Acrylic on Canvas.
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up, up but never away RAE STROZZO
My grandfather and I drove straight to the small airport in town so that he could show off his new ride to his
friends. War buddies, I’m guessing now, buddies who sat around and drank and waited for a plane other than
a crop duster to land at the small air field. This ritual was part of this special occasion. I found myself happily
in the cockpit of the nearest crop duster, touching the huge dials and pretending to zoom into the air, tugging
on the controllers that wouldn’t budge. I could sit like this for hours, perfectly content in my head, overhearing stories about landing on some beach in France and dodging bullets. My grandfather showed me the small
metal-plated Bible with the dent in it. It had saved his life because it was in his breast coat pocket along with
some candy. It’s the first time I remember anyone talking to me about miracles. I heard that word all the time
after that. And that day in the cockpit it was a miracle: his new car, the fact that the economy was still floating,
that planes still landed, that the crops hadn’t shriveled to the point they didn’t need to be dusted anymore.
It was a miracle that in my head I was a happy little boy.
*****
My dad’s large brown calloused hands reached around my waist and lifted me up. My feet came down solidly
on the wing. “I don’t have the key to the plane but you can sit on its wing. Mr. Hugo just washed it down, so
it’s clean.” I didn’t understand why being clean mattered at the time. But I was pleased to be standing on the
wing of the red and white Air Tractor. I wanted to grab the propeller and spin it with my hands. I imagined I
was standing on the wing as it flew, perfectly balanced and at home, even as the plane turned to lower itself
near the fields below. My dad could be the pilot, I thought. I was a boy on the wing even if I was a daughter
from the ground.
*****
The synchronicities of life always amaze me. It is synchronicity that binds me to the men in my family and
to the image of the crop duster. For the trans boy, male relationships can seem completely enigmatic while
simultaneously being an example to carefully study. My relationships with my father and grandfather had a lot
of distance built into them. And perhaps they never really developed into something solid and reliable in the
traditional sense. However, they were both good relationships for me. Both men, especially my dad, taught me
a lot about what it means to be a good man, and in that way he taught me not only how to be a “boy,” but a
daughter as well.
The crop dusters in my paintings don’t have anyone in the cockpits. They have empty spaces in the wings, are
missing propellers, and sometimes have holes in the body of the plane because they aren’t physically whole.
But, they fly. And fly beautifully, because the sky is even more of a part of their being. They are in it and it is in
them. The blank spaces make them whole and functional.

“…THE BIGGEST HEARTACHES, I REALIZE, HAVE COME WHENEVER I
HAVE BEEN UNABLE TO ACCEPT MYSELF FOR WHO I AM – THE BEAUTIFUL AND THE UGLY – ALL MOLDED INTO ONE BEING.”

THE ELUSIVE KEY TO LOVE
ARCHANA VERMA

Approximately 22 years ago, at the approximate age of 22, Archana Verma moved to North America
from India. Today she finds it apt to describe herself as half-and-half. Half-American-half Indian,
half-adult-half-mother, half-old-half-young, half-lost-half-found. And appropriately for an Indian-born
Seattle resident, she is half-chai-lover-half-coffee-lover. She is on a search for her life’s purpose,
hoping it will meet her halfway. She loves being around books, music, food and people, and halfand-half aside, lives with her eyes, ears, mouth and heart fully open.
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THE ELUSIVE KEY TO LOVE

ARCHANA VERMA

A few weeks ago, I received an email from my neighbor and friend, Jacqui, asking me if her daughter, Katie,
could stay with us over the weekend while the rest of the family visited California. Jacqui had her pick of family, friends and neighbors who would have gladly offered that favor. The fact that she chose me was a moment
of epiphany for me: my epiphany on acceptance.
Eleven years ago, with my five-month-old baby in her stroller, I had walked my older daughter, Kanika, to her
first day in Kindergarten at the neighborhood elementary school. I had butterflies in my stomach when I didn’t
see other Indian faces in the big crowd. Neatly formed groups were chatting away animatedly, about the fun
barbeque they had over the weekend or the play-dates they were going to organize. I became acutely aware
of my ethnicity, and that I was an immigrant.
Kanika’s grip tightened on my hand and I looked down at her. Did she look nervous and tongue-tied too, or
was I just projecting my state of mind on to her? Thankfully, the bell rang just then, and I deposited Kanika in
her new class. Walking home as fast as my legs could carry me, I called my husband and sobbed uncontrollably, insisting that we had to move back to India. “I will always be an outsider in America,” I cried. Luckily, my
husband calmed me down.
Two weeks later, I visited the classroom again for the curriculum presentation by the teacher. That night, as
I walked up to the volunteer sign-up sheet, three different women invited me to join them in becoming room
parents. In a blink, I found myself saying “Yes.”
Katie, who stayed the weekend with us last month, is the daughter of one of those women. How I got from
being an awkward immigrant in my neighborhood school to a natural neighbor to my friend, Jacqui, is the
journey of my learning about acceptance – whether in immigration, marriage, or life in general.

“HOW I GOT FROM BEING AN AWKWARD IMMIGRANT IN MY
NEIGHBORHOOD SCHOOL TO A NATURAL NEIGHBOR TO MY FRIEND
... IS THE JOURNEY OF MY LEARNING ABOUT ACCEPTANCE –
WHETHER IN IMMIGRATION, MARRIAGE, OR LIFE IN GENERAL.”

THE ELUSIVE KEY TO LOVE

ARCHANA VERMA

I have been married for eighteen years and an immigrant for twenty-one. Acceptance is the common theme
that has brought me love and happiness in both marriage and immigration.
In my marriage, it was my husband who reached out to my heart. In marrying him I became a part of not only
his life but also of his family, friends, and culture. In my immigration, it was the opportunity of a Master’s
degree that had caught my eye. And when I accepted the admission to an international university, I invited into
my life, the people, culture and ways of that new country.
Interestingly, the newly-wed and the new immigrant in me were both nostalgic and deeply attached to my
family and my country of origin, respectively. I could only see positive traits in the culture and traditions of my
home and homeland, all the while being wary and skeptical of my newly adoptive family and country.
All that changed when children arrived on the scene. They tugged at my heart like none other, and I had to
acknowledge that they were as much my husband’s as they were mine. While they had gorgeous hair from my
side, they had inherited beautiful eyes from his. I realized that if my children belonged to my in-laws’ family,
then I must be a part of them too.
One day I was driving around with my older daughter, and suddenly, the four-year-old screamed, “Mamma,
look, my country flag is up there!” I eagerly scanned the sky for the Indian Tricolor, but all I saw was the American flag fluttering proudly atop a building. It jolted me that my child’s country flag is the Star Spangled Banner,
not the Indian Tricolor. That day I realized that there were two answers to the question, “What is your country?”
Many more questions now have two answers for me. Comfort food now means both Dal-Chawal and PaniniTomato Soup. Favorite movie of last year – 3 Idiots and Inception. Favorite vacation spot – Whistler and Pune.
Favorite modern singer – Rahet Fateh Ali Khan and Adele.

“…THE NEWLY-WED AND THE NEW IMMIGRANT IN ME … COULD
ONLY SEE POSITIVE TRAITS IN THE CULTURE AND TRADITIONS
OF MY HOME AND HOMELAND, ALL THE WHILE BEING WARY AND
SKEPTICAL OF MY NEWLY ADOPTIVE FAMILY AND COUNTRY. ”
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THE ELUSIVE KEY TO LOVE

ARCHANA VERMA

The journey that makes me who I am today, has been full of blessings of acceptance from the most unexpected quarters – I the Indian, becoming a room parent in an American kindergarten class, I the engineer being
offered the job of a culinary instructor, I the Punjabi girl lauded as a perfect daughter-in-law by Rajasthanis in
Seattle, I the small town girl from India invited by a group of American friends to be part of their book club in
cosmopolitan Seattle.
This journey has also been full of pain and heartache whenever there has been lack of acceptance from the
expected places. My own inability to accept the arrangements and ground rules laid by elders and society has
led to strained relationships, which I am still trying to mend. My inability to fully accept my decision to end my
engineering career has led to my feeling lost and inadequate.
On a recent July morning, struggling to sit still in meditation, I berated myself for two hours and finally gave
up when I felt I couldn’t breathe. Later, I attended a birthday luncheon hosted by my friends, for me. Everyone
lavished me with generous, thoughtful and loving gifts, and told me how much they loved me, and how lovable
they found me. I returned home with a full heart, as if pumped with fresh oxygen.
My inability to let go of my hurt feelings and accept others for who they are has led to me being unable to love
myself. But the biggest heartaches, I realize, have come whenever I have been unable to accept myself for
who I am – the beautiful and the ugly – all molded into one being.
While my heart knows that acceptance is the key to love, my mind keeps losing the key every so often, and I
go hunting for it all over again. And so, the journey continues!

“THE JOURNEY ... HAS BEEN FULL ... OF ACCEPTANCE FROM THE
MOST UNEXPECTED QUARTERS – I THE INDIAN, BECOMING A ROOM
PARENT IN AN AMERICAN KINDERGARTEN CLASS, I THE ENGINEER
BEING OFFERED THE JOB OF A CULINARY INSTRUCTOR…”

“…I BEGAN TO UNDERSTAND THAT I COULD BE TAUGHT AND
TRAINED TO BE GOOD AT MANY THINGS, BUT PASSION CAN’T BE
TAUGHT. I WAS PASSIONATE ABOUT CREATING MUSIC…I SAW
THAT IT WAS MY ONLY CHOICE IF I REALLY WANTED TO BE TRUE
TO MYSELF.”

IN DIALOGUE WITH
ROB MARCUS

Rob Marcus offers a fresh sound that touches on a remarkable array of influences. Born and raised in Seattle,
Washington, Rob has been surrounded by a thriving music scene from an early age. Inspired by his travels
abroad, his music incorporates elements of folk, rock and world beats. As a self-taught musician, Rob Marcus’
unconventional melodies satisfy a desire for the new, while his introspective lyrics explore themes both intimate
and universal. He is currently celebrating the release of his EP, performing throughout the Northwest and working on a full-length album.
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IN DIALOGUE WITH ROB MARCUS
SS – Hi Rob, I just listened to your new CD and really enjoyed it. Congratulations! Tell us a little bit about how
this came about and what it’s been like coming out with your first very own EP!
RM – Hi Shirin, thank you! I’m so glad you enjoyed it. I’ve been creating songs for quite some time and up
until now the only way I’ve been sharing them has been through live performance. Now I have a way to share
my music on a much greater scale. The recording process has been exciting and challenging. It’s a completely
different process than playing live. I’ve been very fortunate to be able to collaborate with a wonderful producer
and several amazing musicians in the creation of this EP and I’m thrilled with how it’s turned out!
SS –You are a self-taught musician and your family has been a major influence on your love for music. Tell us
about your childhood and growing up years where you found your love for music growing and taking shape.
Do you ever feel like you missed out on having some kind of formal training?
RM – That’s true. One of my favorite childhood pastimes was thumbing through my dad’s massive vinyl collection and cranking some Beatles or Dylan while singing along and dancing around in the living room. Sgt.
Pepper’s was often in the rotation. That album seems to have grown with me.
My parents encouraged us to explore our musical tastes and my sister and I would spend our allowance at
the record store. After a failed attempt at piano lessons for my sister they decided to see if I would discover
an instrument on my own and I did. It was a dusty old classical guitar at my Aunt’s house and I couldn’t put it
down. She loaned it to me and after cleaning it up and playing it for a year my dad bought me a beautiful steel
string for my 14th birthday.
I loved making up sounds and found I could play along with my favorite tunes by ear. I’m happy with my evolution as a musician. I think my songwriting style is somewhat unique and free since I was never taught in

“...THEY DECIDED TO SEE IF I WOULD DISCOVER AN INSTRUMENT
ON MY OWN, AND I DID. IT WAS A DUSTY OLD CLASSICAL GUITAR
AT MY AUNT’S HOUSE AND I COULDN’T PUT IT DOWN…I LOVED
MAKING UP SOUNDS AND FOUND I COULD PLAY ALONG WITH MY
FAVORITE TUNES BY EAR.”

IN DIALOGUE WITH ROB MARCUS
a structured manner. My technical abilities on the guitar would probably be stronger had I had some type of
formal training but I’m not trying to be the best guitar player in town. I just love playing and writing songs and
there’s always more to learn and discover.
SS – When and how did you know that being a musician is what you wanted? Can you discuss some of the
challenges you faced with your inner as well as outer world when you chose to start answering the question
‘What do you do?’ with ‘I am a musician’? How did it feel to accept and own that about yourself?
RM – It probably wasn’t until college that I began to understand that I could be taught and trained to be
good at many things but passion can’t be taught. I was passionate about creating music. As I was prodded
to choose a major halfway through, I thought...hey I could major in music! Nope, turns out you had to really
know the technical ins and outs of your instrument and be able to sight read music. As a self-taught musician
I didn’t fit the bill.
I went on to finish college and got a job but kept playing and singing in my free time. It wasn’t until I was on
a leave of absence from work to teach and volunteer abroad that I got really honest with myself about what
many described as my “hobby”. I knew pursuing a career in music would be incredibly difficult but I also saw
that it was my only choice if I really wanted to be true to myself.
The next day instead of answering the question “what do you do?” with “I work at such and such company...,”
my answer was an emphatic, “I am a musician.” While most have been very encouraging about my choice
there are always naysayers. It’s true, I may fail miserably, but at least I’m giving it my best. I’m also honest
with myself about what it’s going to take to succeed and I’m prepared to invest everything I have to that end.
Upon returning from that trip, I took some of the money I had been saving to buy a house and used that to
purchase recording equipment, build a website, and print up my first CD.

“THE NEXT DAY INSTEAD OF ANSWERING THE QUESTION “WHAT
DO YOU DO?” WITH “I WORK AT SUCH AND SUCH COMPANY…,”
MY ANSWER WAS AN EMPHATIC, “I AM A MUSICIAN.” WHILE
MOST HAVE BEEN VERY ENCOURAGING ABOUT MY CHOICE THERE
ARE ALWAYS NAYSAYERS.”
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IN DIALOGUE WITH ROB MARCUS
SS – How do you think the music industry has changed in recent times? What are some of the things that
have made things easier and what are some of the difficulties that musicians now face, especially when they
want to go out on their own, instead of through major record companies etc.? Why was it that you decided to
produce your own music instead of through an established or well-known record label?
RM – Even though I’m reading as many publications as I can on the state of the music industry, I still find it
hard to decipher. There’s one thing everyone seems to agree upon, it’s changing more rapidly every day. In
the past, major record companies held all the cards. I think the idea of “making it” was a long shot. Musicians
couldn’t afford to create a quality recording and market it on their own.
Nowadays, high quality recordings can be made in one’s apartment and shared instantaneously with the world
over the internet. Of course there’s a lot of stuff out there to wade through but I believe quality music finds its
way through.
I chose to produce my own music because I wanted creative freedom and I wanted to get it out as soon as
possible. I also wanted to learn every aspect from inception to CD in hand. I think labels still have an important
role in this industry. I love the idea of musicians joining forces with other artists and business-minded people,
working together to create really good music and maximize exposure.
The trick is making sure creativity isn’t stifled in the name of higher profits. There are lots of small labels
popping up to fill this role. In fact, I’ve recently joined with Critical Sun Recordings, a Seattle based collective
of very talented musicians, producers, recording engineers and artists with the goal of supporting each other
while navigating this new and ever changing industry.

“I CHOSE TO PRODUCE MY OWN MUSIC BECAUSE I WANTED CREATIVE FREEDOM AND I WANTED TO GET IT OUT AS SOON AS POSSIBLE. I ALSO WANTED TO LEARN EVERY ASPECT FROM INCEPTION TO CD IN HAND…THE TRICK IS MAKING SURE CREATIVITY
ISN’T STIFLED IN THE NAME OF HIGHER PROFITS.”

IN DIALOGUE WITH ROB MARCUS
SS – You have travelled extensively and your experiences through visiting various places have been a source
of inspiration for many of your songs. Can you tell us a little bit more about that? What were some of your
favorite destinations and what were some insights that you gained from your travels?
RM – I think it’s important to get out of one’s comfort zone to really know what you’re capable of and to find
inspiration. What better way than to drop yourself in the middle of a foreign land. I’m also kind of an adventure
junkie. My first travels abroad many years ago included two places that really influenced my music, not so
much in style, but in demeanor. Those were Morocco and Ireland.
The thing that struck me about these places was there was no pretense around music. It was a part of daily
life. Sure we listen to the radio and go out and see shows but this was more raw and there was very little
formality about it. I loved it and I wrote a lot on that trip both individually and in collaboration with local artists.
More recently I was traveling throughout Southeast Asia and that’s where most of the music on the EP was
written. On that trip I was completely inspired by the people and my experiences with them. I find that traveling as a musician is especially thrilling because there’s no language barrier in music. When words can go no
further, let the instruments do the talking.
SS – I see on your website that you are partnering up with other bands for a benefit for Music Aid Northwest
to help fund music programs for public schools. Tell us what you think about the importance of music in the
life of kids and how it can be really great as a creative outlet for them.
RM – I could list so many reasons I think artistic creation should play an important role in all of our lives.
Whether it be writing, drawing, singing, or playing an instrument. What better time to start than as a child.
It’s a wonderful stress reliever and for me, writing songs has been my way of processing what’s going on in
my life, like a journal. Music in particular has strong links to math and science and studies have shown when
music classes are taken along with these subjects, students get significantly higher grades. Music is unique in
that it taps into so many parts of the brain at once. The more neurons we can get firing in children today the
brighter the future will be for them.
SS – Thanks for talking with us! Good Luck with the new shows and performances coming up!
RM – Thank you. It’s been wonderful talking with you.
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